
Youth meeting in Nagycenk 

15-18.10.2015. 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

The second Youth meeting of the European Charter of Rural Communities in 2015 was took 

place in Nagycenk Hungary on 15-18.10.2015. 

 

4 participants from each one of the following municipalities:  

 

 Bienvenida, Spain 

 Esch, The Netherlands 

 Ibanesti, Romania 

 Kannus, Finland 

 Nadur, Malta 

 Ockelbo, Sveden 

 Tisno, Croatia 

 Zagare, Lithuania 

 

 8 delegates  from Nagycenk 

 YCT Members  (2) 

(Unfortunately Slivo Pole was not represented. They couldn`t manage to send 4 youngsters for 

the meeting.) 

 

 

 



The official invitations were sent one month before the meeting. 

The delegations were informed in advance that they will have to reserve their flights to Vienna, 

because the Vienna Airport is located much closer to Nagycenk than the other Airports. 

The Romanian and the Croatian delegation arrived by car, the others were picked up in Vienna 

on Thursday 15.10. in the evening. 

The bus arrived to the Cultural House of Nagycenk which was the official headquarter of the 

meeting, the registration was hold there, right after the arrival. 

The delegates met with the host families (everybody was hosted by host families) and the first 

dinner was spent together in the home of the host families. 

On Friday we met in the Széchenyi´s square, group picture was taken there and some of the 

delegates were interviewed by the local reporter. 

Next day we were in the local newspaper. 

 

 
We visited the Mayor´s office, where the Major Mr János Csorba welcomed the delegations 

and opened the meeting officially. 

After the Major´s speech the delegates learned a little bit about Hungary, about Nagycenk. 

Cultural and funny things about country and the region, the Hungarian delegates were introduced 

too. 

We walked to the Széchenyi´s Castle where the 1. Workshop was held. 

In a beautiful surround we began to work together. 



 
 

After the workshops we visited the exhibition of the Castle. 

The next program was in the cultural House, where we had a traditional Hungarian cuisine 

afternoon. 

Each delegation baked their own bread.  The bread dough was prepared, but the delegates 

needed to form it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We baked them in the traditional furnace in the garden of the cultural house. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Each delegation planted a special Hungarian indigenous type of apple-tree in the garden. We 

plant ten trees: eight trees for the delegations, one apple-tree for Nagycenk and one tree for the 

European Union. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We played special Hungarian games, arrow shooting from horse, throwing coin in an egg, 

funny quizz about Hungary… 

We spent together our dinner, which was prepared from local ingredients (everything was 

produced locally, in a 30km area). 

A young local chef cooked this typical Hungarian dish ( Borsos tokány). 

The whole meeting was meant to be environmental friendly, so we tried not to use disposable 

plates and glasses. 

Each delegate received a bottle, so they could refill it and drink water from it during the whole 

meeting. 

The dishes were not served on the plate, the delegates could choose how much they would 

like to eat. 

There was less leftover on the plates. 

After the dinner had time to go back to the host Families, take a little rest and prepare for the 

Made in Hungária „ retro party. 

The delegates were informed that this event will be a costume party so they brought clothes 

and accessories inspired by 60´s and 70´s. 

In the restaurant there was a DJ with the music of the 60´sand 70´s, disco ball, popcorn, 

dance contest and a really good mood. 

This event brought the youngsters closer, they were acting like a team after this event. 

Saturday morning we visited the castle park, and saw the opening ride of the traditional 

hunting riders. It happens only once a year in Nagycenk. 

We travelled to Sopron (to the nearest city to Nagycenk, only 15km far) We visited the 

University , walked in the beautiful historical city centre of Sopron, had a lunch together in a 

beautiful ceremonial room. 

 

 

 

 



We visited the food box in the city centre, which is a really good idea against the food-wasting. 

 

 
 

We travelled to Fertörákos with our retro bus and arrived to Lake Fertö, where a conference 

ship was hired for the group. 

The 3. workshop was held on the ship while we made a big circle on the lake. 

On the workshop the delegates prepared a napkin….. 



 
  

 

After the workshop we visited the castle of Eszterházy (it´s called the Hungarian Versailles) 

We arrived at home late in the evening and 9 o´clock we had a dinner all together with the 

host families and the organizers. 

The cuisine of the local kindergarten prepared the meals, the Mayor who escorted the 

youngsters during the whole day said a goodbye speech, the local folk dance team had a 

performance than everybody danced together. 



The Spanish and the Swedish delegation needed to set off earlier to catch the airplane, but the 

rest of the team met in the morning in the cultural house. 

We summarized the results and the conclusions of the workshops and the whole meeting. 

The rest part of the day we had a treasure hunting tour in Nagycenk. 

The 1. Station we visited the local art gallery, in the 2. station we were in a private animal 

farm, to be less “foodwaster” we prepared the rest food (which were unable to eat)from Saturday 

and fed the animals with it. In the 3. station we were in the  local pigeon house and visited the 

exhibition of the old crafts. 

 

 
 



 
 

We went back to the cultural house where we had a lunch together. 

To minimalize the foodwaste the host parents served back the rest meals from the previous 

night. 

Around 15:00 o´clock the delegations departed from Nagycenk with a lot of new cultural, 

culinary, interesting experiences and received new Friends from all around Europe. 

 

 

During these 4 days we have hosted 39 lovely young guests in Nagycenk, and we spent 

beautiful time together.  

Besides the many program we spoke a lot about the importance of foodwasting. We discussed 

the problem and collected many ideas and suggestion about what could we do to reduce the 

foodwaste in an individual and in a local level too.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 


